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“ The aviation industry knows it needs to
adapt to a carbon constrained future.
Acting responsibly on emissions will

Qantas continued to be one of the
best performing airline groups in FY19.
This performance is largely due to
and innovation.
The restructure of our international
network over the past few years is
has given us a unique advantage in
a very competitive market. The shift
of our hub back to Singapore gives
its success can be seen in the need

We’re able to drive a lot of
value through our cornerstone
partnerships
Eastern and now American Airlines.
We’ve accelerated the retirement

forms for 50 years — and invested

Airbus A380s.

We’re investing in new fleet at Jetstar
as well. The latest variants of the
Airbus A321 that start arriving from
mid-2020 will allow us to open up new
destinations with route economics
that help keep downward pressure

Domestically, we’ve seen our
investments in network, customer
service training and inflight
Wi-Fi strengthen our position in
the corporate and premium leisure
markets. Our Qantas Business
Rewards loyalty program has also
helped us grow our share of the

We are investing $25 million to
strengthen the Frequent Flyer
program — including adding 1 million
reward flights per year across Qantas,
Jetstar and our partners.

A further $10 million has been
invested in providing discounted fares
for people living in remote regional
cities on top of a $5 million regional
grants program we announced during
FY19. And our Pilot Academy will open
in the Queensland regional centre
of Toowoomba during FY20, with an
explicit goal of encouraging more
women to pursue a career in aviation.
Safety remains core to the Qantas
Group’s success. Operational safety
levels were high in FY19 but we fell
short of our workplace safety targets
— something that we are working hard
to address in FY20.
The aviation industry knows
carbon
constrained future.

Qantas has signed up to industry-wide
targets that will halve net emissions
by 2050 based on 2005 levels. Since
2009, we’ve been working to improve
fuel efficiency by an average of 1.5
per cent a year. We’re also investing
in biofuel research and we operate
the world’s largest airline carbon
offset scheme. Acting responsibly

As we head towards our 100th year,
we’re confident in our performance,
excited by our future and grateful for
the ongoing support of our people

Alan Joyce AC

For almost a century, Qantas
has succeeded by pushing the
do this again with Project Sunrise —
which is assessing the commercial
and technical feasibility of direct
flights from the East Coast of
Australia to New York and London.

